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to Facilitate URS Operations

By Alan Frazier, Deputy Sheriff, Grand Forks {ND) County Sheriff's Office, Associate Professor,
University of North Dakota's John D. Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences
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Unmanned aircra~
systems operators can
leverage a wide variety of
hardware, so~are and
Internet-based solutions
to ease the burdens of
f1ight planning and
gain situational
awareness during VAS
f1ight operations.

UAS CORNER e live in the information
technology age and have
come to expect enhanced
connectivity and situational
awareness through a variety of devices,
including computers, smart phones and
GPS. Unmanned aircraft system operators,
as well as traditional manned aircraft opera•
tors, can leverage a wide variety of hard•
ware, software and internet-based solutions
to ease the burdens of flight planning and
gain situational awareness.
Following is a look at six devices I have
found useful as a UAS operator.
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Sky Vector
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SkyVector is a powerful open-source,
web-based flight planning solution that
utilizes a user-friendly graphic interface to
enable access to airport, charts, weather,
fuel prices and temporary flight restriction
(TFR) information. Users can access the
free site without creating an account.
Routes can be created and overlaid on
a variety of charts, including sectional,
terminal area, helicopter, low and high en
route charts. Every weather-reporting
station displays a color-coded button indi·
eating current overall conditions (VFR,
MVFR, IFR or low IFR). Selecting the station
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creates a window displaying the current
and forecast weather (METARS and TAFS).
TFRs, AIRMETS and SIGMETS are graphi•
cally displayed via color shaded map
overviews. (No more trying to create
complex mental pictures of boundary areas
based on NAVAIDs.)

c onfigure Map

c:=J UAS Operating Areas (UOAs)
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Google Earth
Google Earth (www.google.com/earth/) is
a primary UAS flight-planning tool for many
public safety UAS operators. A free download
is required to gain full-functionality. A simple
search function allows the user to enter a loca·
tion using an address, place name or long~
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Lockheed Martin's Operating Map

www.alea.org
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"Given the fact that
public safety UAS
operators are on the
cutting edge of new
aviation technology, it
seems appropriate
that we should also
take full advantage of
complementary
technologies to make
our operations safer
and more efficient."
tude/latitude. The site then navigates to the
selected location and permits the user to view
the area via airborne, ground or map imagery.
Users can create and store multiple location
waypoints. A measurement tool is available to
measure distances in a variety of units, including feet, meters, miles and kilometers.
Google Earth has proven to be especially
useful in facilitating UAS operations notice to
airmen (NOTAM) issuance by permitting
precise measurement of UAS operations areas
from navigation aids. To do this, the user
simply references the applicable airport facility
directory for the longitude/latitude of nearby
VOR facilities. The VORs are then entered as
waypoints. When a UAS operation is being
planned, the area of operations is located on
Google Earth and a waypoint created. The
user can then easily calculate the bearing and
distance from the closest VOR station using
the application's measurement tool. This information becomes the basis for the NOTAM's
location description. In addition, users can
zoom in on Google Earth photos to conduct
early flight hazard assessments.

ForeFlight and
Stratus Receivers
ForeFlight is an aviation software product
that leverages FAA's Automatic Dependent
Surveillance Broadcast System (ADS-Bl and
Appareo's Stratus ADS-B receivers to bring
weather and air traffic information to a tablet
computer or smart phone. Although not free,
ForeFlight's $1 75 per year subscription fee is
a cost-effective alternative to a wireless
account to enable a tablet to provide position
and weather information. When paired with
Appareo's Stratus 2 ADS-B receiver ($899
from one online provider), ForeFlight provides
40

a robust level of situational awareness, including NEXRAD radar coverage, air traffic utilizing
ADS-B and Traffic Information Service Broadcast feeds, access to VFR and !FR charts,
including !FR approach plates, and real-time
user position display using an aircraft icon
overlaid on the user's chart of choice.
The Grand Forks (ND) Sheriff's Department UAS Unit has met with success utilizing the ForeFlight and Stratus 2 combination
on the ground to assist in determining the
exact UAS operations area in the context of
airspace and for locating manned air traffic.
However, it is important to note Eastern
North Dakota is well covered by ADS-B
ground stations, and the majority of the air
traffic in the Grand Forks area (University of
North Dakota training aircraft) are equipped
with ADS-B out capability. Other regions of
the country may experience a lower level of
traffic awareness due to a lack of ADS-B
equipped aircraft. As we approach the FAA's
January 2020 ADS-B-out mandate, the ADSB traffic situational awareness benefit of the
Stratus;Foreflight combination will become
more effective nationwide.

Lockheed Martin's
Operating Map
Lockheed Martin, contracted by FAA to
provide flight service station services,
offers an Unmanned Aircraft System Operating Area (UOA) map on its website. The
map graphically displays all current UAS
activities for which NOTAMS have been
issued. The site also allows users to input
additional UAS operating area information
utilizing a simple entry mask page. Users
can overlay the UOAs on sectional charts
and add additional graphic layers, including
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adverse conditions (AIRMETS and SIGMETS,
air route traffic control center boundaries
and time zones).
Eventually, Lockheed Martin intends to
enable users to self-publish UOA NOTAMS
using the entry mask page. Thi s function is
not currently active, so UAS operators
must continue to submit NOTAM information via telephone.

Merlin Systems
Homing Beacons
If you are an operator of small UAS and
have not experienced an "unexpected landing," standby because it is coming. You may
think it will be easy to locate the downed UAS
because you had it in sight at all times. But
having been on the hunt several times, I can
assure you it is more difficult to find an errant
UAS than one would imagine. To the rescue
comes Merlin Systems, a leading manufacturer of homing beacons used in sport
falconry. Lightweight (4.5 grams) yet powerful, the transmitters can be affixed to your
UAS by simply taping them to the fuselage or
swing arm. In the event of an unplanned offsite landing, the operator can use a handheld
direction finding receiver to assist in locating
the UAS. Priced at $95 per transmitter and
$475 for the receiver, the Merlin Homing
System is inexpensive insurance that may
save you hours of search time.
Given the fact that public safety UAS
operators are on the cutting edge of new
aviation technology, it seems appropriate
that we should also take full advantage of
complementary technologies to make our
operations safer and more efficient. Each of
the above options are worth consideration
to improve your UAS performance . .....--

